
5A  Activity 1

discount store a store with lower prices than most other businesses
duty-free shop  a store that sells things that can be brought into the country without 
   paying taxes on them
outdoor market an area outdoors where people buy and sell things
secondhand store a store that sells used, previously owned things
shop online  to buy things through the internet
window-shop to look at things in store windows without buying them

5A  Activity 2

boarding pass a piece of paper that allows you to get on an airplane
bucks  dollars (informal)
calculator  an electronic device used for doing math
cost an arm and a leg to be very expensive (informal)
exchange rate the value of the money of one country compared to the money of 
   another
gloves  a covering for the hands with separate parts for the thumb and each 
   finger
Iʼm a little short I donʼt have much money
wallet   a small, flat folding case for money

5A  Activity 3

pattern  a decoration of typically regular color, lines, or shapes
sandals  light open shoes that you wear in warm weather
scarf   a piece of material that you wear around your neck
sneakers  light shoes used for sports
sweater  a warm knitted piece of clothing with long sleeves
sweatshirt  a thick cotton shirt, often worn for playing sports

5B  Activity 1

borrow  to use something that belongs to someone else and then return it 
on sale  being sold at a lower price than usual
package  the box, bag, etc., that things are put in for selling
rent   to pay money to use something for a short time
used   previously owned, secondhand

5B  Activity 2

attitude  opinions and feelings that you have about something or someone
complain  to say youʼre unhappy about something
overcharge  to ask someone to pay too much money for something
refuse  to say you wonʼt do something
save it for a rainy day to save money for a difficult time when you will need it
undercharge to ask someone for too little money for something
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